Yurei, Yokai, & School Girls
By
dj Date Masamune

Disclaimer
 Panel will be available online as well as a list of all my
resources
 On my blog
 Will upload .pdf of PowerPoint that will be available post-con

 Contact info.
 Take a business card/handout before you leave
 Especially if you have ANY feedback

 Even if you leave mid-way, feel free to get one before you go

 If you have any questions left, feel free to ask me after
the panel or e-mail me

General Yokai/Yurei Need-to-Knows
 Like any myth from any culture, multiple variations
 So, it’s not “You’re wrong! It’s THIS version” but “You & I are
both correct”

 Tsukimogami = household spirits
 Usually just mischievous but some are malicious/deadly

 Brothel yokai!
 Generally, anything 100+ yrs. old will have a soul
 & be kinda a d**k, scare you s***less, or try to kill you >.>

 Honestly, if it’s some type of animal, especially if it’s old,
has some sort of supernatural qualities
 Usually can shapeshift to some degree
 & will also try to/will kill your face & family >.>

Usual Suspects
i.e., you see them mentioned in panels or discussed
fairly often

Kuchisake-onna
 Woman killed by her
jealous husband/had her
mouth slit from ear to
ear so “no one would
find her pretty”
 Impossible to run away
from b/c, depending on
the variation, can
reappear in front of you
or can run extremely
fast/long periods of time
 However, giving her
ambiguous answers may
confuse her long enough
you can run

Kappa
 More than eighty other names
associated with the kappa in
different regions
 kawappa, gawappa, kōgo, mizushi,
mizuchi, enkō, kawaso,suitengu,
and dangame

 Legends are based on the Japanese
giant salamander or hanzaki
 Believe they can take ppl’s powers
by taking the shirikodama (a
mythical ball said to contain the
soul), which is located in, where
else, the @$$

 Usually seen as mischievous
troublemakers or trickster figures
 ‘Pranks’ range from innocent
(looking up women’s kimono) to
rape (@.@)

Shapeshifters
Kitsune

Bakeneko/
Nekomata
Tanuki

Inugami
 Kind of familiar;
summoning attributed to
the use of Black magic
 In public, an looks
identical to an ordinary
dog in order to blend in
with society
 However, its true form is
of a desiccated,
mummified dog’s head,
often dressed up in
ceremonial trappings

 Are loyal to one person or
one family only, and
unless seriously
mistreated they remain
loyal forever; these spirits
can be passed down from
generation to generation
like an heirloom

Tengu (“Heavenly dog”)
 Take their name from a dog-like
Chinese demon (Tiangou)
 Were originally thought to take the
forms of birds of prey, and they are
traditionally depicted with both
human and avian characteristics

 Buddhism long held that the tengu
were disruptive demons and
harbingers of war
 However, image gradually softened
into one of protective, if still
dangerous, spirits of the mountains
and forests

 Are associated with the ascetic of
Buddhism practice known as
Shugendō, and they are usually
depicted in the distinctive garb of
its followers, the yamabushi.

Yuki Onna
 Also known as…
 yuki-musume "snow girl", yuki-onago "snow
wench",yukijorō "snow harlot", yuki
anesa "snow sis'", yuki-omba "snow granny
or snow nanny",yukinba "snow hag" (Ehime),
yukifuri-baba"snowfall hag"(Nagano)

 May be ghost of someone that perished in the
snow
 Until the 18th century, she was almost
uniformly portrayed as evil
 Nowadays, stories often humanize her,
emphasizing her ghost-like nature and
ephemeral beauty

 What Yuki-onna is after varies from tale to
tale. Sometimes she is simply satisfied to see
a victim die. Other times, she is more
vampiric, draining her victims' blood or "life
force." She occasionally takes on
a succubus-like manner, preying on
weak-willed men to drain or freeze them
through sex or a kiss

Mokumokuren (“many eyes”)

 Eyes in torn shoji (paper
sliding walls)
 Usually inhabit
abandoned houses
 You’ll never guess how
you exorcize them ~.~

Hanako-san

 Young WWII era girl who haunts
school bathrooms; appears when
one shouts her name
 According to the legend, a person
who goes to the third stall in the
girls' bathroom on the third floor
and knocks three times before
asking, "Are you there, Hanakosan," will hear a voice answer, "I'm
here." If the person chooses to
enter the stall, there will be a small
girl in a red skirt.

Wanyudo

 Yokai that is said to take
the form of a burning
oxcart wheel bearing the
tormented face of a man
 Head shaved like a
monk’s in penance for
his sins during life

 If you glimpse at it, will
be dragged to Hell or
burst into flames

*Katawaguruma (“crippled wheel”)
**Not as well-known,
but…

 Instead of a giant monk’s head
stuck in a wheel, she appears as a
tormented naked woman riding a
single, flaming ox-cart wheel,
eternally suffering and burning
with pain
 A lot like the Wanyudo

 Bestow powerful curses on any
who see them
 Curse spreads rapidly through town
by the sharing of news and gossip
about it
 Eventually this can bring calamity
upon an entire village

 Key difference from counterpart,
besides the way it curses those
who see it, far more merciful

Yurei
 Basic idea of a yurei (namely, forgetting to honor the dead)
 Name consists of two kanji, 幽 (yū), meaning "faint" or "dim"
and 霊 (rei), meaning "soul" or "spirit“
 Alternative names include 亡霊 (Bōrei) meaning ruined or
departed spirit, 死霊 (Shiryō) meaning dead spirit, or the more
encompassing 妖怪 (Yōkai) or お化け (Obake)
 Thus obake are preternatural beings who have undergone some sort
of change, from the natural realm to the supernatural.

 There are several specific types of phantom, classified mainly
by the manner they died or their reason for returning to Earth
 Onryō
 Ubume

 Goryō
 Funayūrei
 Zashiki-warashi
 Samurai Ghosts

 Seductress Ghosts
 Buddhist ghosts: Gaki & Jikininki


Ikiryo

Everyone Else
Ranging from lesser known to well know

Hone onna (“bone woman”)
 “Bone woman” you can bone, am I
right? XD
 Retain an undying love that
persists long after their flesh has
rotted away, allowing them to
continue to be with the object of
their affection despite having died
 These ghosts appear as they did
in life – young, beautiful women in
their prime.
 Only those unclouded by love or
with strong religious faith are able
to see through their disguise to
their true form: rotting, fetid
skeletal corpses returned from the
grave

Basan
 Very rare birds found only in the
mountains of Ehime, on the island of
Shikoku
 Roughly the size of a turkey, and
shaped like a chicken. They are easily
recognized by their brilliantly colored
plumage and bright red comb, which
appears like tongues of flame
 Most notable feature is their breath,
looks like they’re breathing fire, but the
flame gives off no heat + doesn’t ignite
combustible material

 Diet consists of charred wood and
embers, have been known to
occasionally wander into remote
villages at night to feast on the
remains of bonfires or charcoal

Uji no Hashihime (“the maiden of the
bridge”)
 In this case, Uji bridge
 Hashihime are intensely jealous
goddesses who inhabit bridges —
in particular, very old and very
long bridges
 May take different forms
depending on occasion, however
they are commonly depicted
wearing white robes, white facepaint, an iron trivet, and carrying
five candles


This is a ceremonial outfit used to perform
curses

 They ferociously guard the
bridges they inhabit

Kama Itachi (“sickle weasel”)
 Have learned to ride the swirling
whirlwinds of the cold region
 They have claws that are as strong
as steel and as sharp as razors.
Their fur is spiny like a hedgehog,
and they bark like a dog. They
move so quickly that they are
invisible to the naked eye, and they
come and go with the wind
 Travel and attack in threes, striking
out at people from thin air
 1st - slices at its victim’s legs,
knocking him to the ground
 2nd – uses its fore and hind legs to
slice up the prone victim with
thousands of dreadful cuts
 3rd – applies a magical salve which
heals up the majority of the wounds
instantly, so that none of them
proves fatal

Aka Manto (“Red Cape”)

 Malicious spirit who haunts public
and school toilets
 Often described as a beautiful
man in life and hounded
constantly by admirers, he now
wears a mask to hide his face
 If you are sitting on the toilet
(usually the last stall), a
mysterious voice will ask you if
you want red paper or blue paper…

Jorogumo (“entangling bride/whore
spider”)
 Their name is written with kanji
that mean “entangling bride.”
However, these characters were
added on to her name much later
to cover up the original meaning of
the name: “whore spider”
 Live solitary lives, both as spiders
and as yokai
 When a golden orb-weaver reaches
400 years of age, it develops
magical powers and begins to feed
on human prey

 Skillful deceivers and powerful
shapeshifters, usually spending
their lives appearing as young,
sexy, and stunningly beautiful
women

Tsuchigumo (“ground spider”)

 Known as the purseweb spider in
English, can be found all over the
Japanese islands and throughout
much of the world
 Like other spider yokai, they rely
on illusion and trickery to
deceive humans into letting
down their guard. While the
jorōgumo uses her sexuality to
seduce young men, the
tsuchigumo has a wider selection
forms of deception, and often
has bigger ambitions in mind

Kekkai

 Kind of sankai, childbirth monster
 Their hair is said to grow in
backwards, and they have two
tongues: one red and one white.
They are sometimes born from
pregnant mothers instead of human
babies

Ittan Momen (“one bolt of cotton”)

 Formed from a roll of cotton
 Native to Kagoshima, and can be
seen flying through the sky at
night, occasionally attacking
people

Isonade
 Mysterious shark-like sea
monsters which scour the rocky
coastlines searching for boats to
scuttle and fishermen to snatch

 They are said to appear when the
north winds blow and the sea
currents change.
 When isonade strike, they do not
thrash about violently like a
hungry shark, but instead hook
their prey on their fins or tail with
a gentle stroking motion, dragging
them into the depths almost
peacefully. They do this without a
sound and without ever showing
their bodies, making them all the
more dangerous for their stealth.

Bakekujira (“ghost whale”)

 Animated whale skeletons which
sail near the surface of the sea,
rising as they did in life when
they would have had to breathe.
They are followed by a host of
eerie birds and strange fish. They
appear on rainy nights near
coastal whaling villages.
 Seek revenge against the humans
who took their lives

Hyosube
 Cousins of kappa and garappa, but
much more savage and belligerent
 Their thick hair builds up a lot of
dirt and grime, and they love
nothing more than to sneak into
houses at night and slip into the
bathtub. When one finds a bathtub
it likes, it will often return every
night, leaving a thick scum of
greasy body hair and a horrible
stench to be found in the morning
 Can cackle with an evil laughter
which is also quite contagious; an
unlucky person who hears a
hyōsube laugh, and who laughs
himself, will be struck with a
sudden fever and die within hours.

Akaname (“red/filth licker”)

 B/c of name, why it’s often depicted
as red
 Said to come out at night to literally
lick up the grime and dirt that
accumulates in unclean bathrooms

 They are shy and stay clear of
humans, scattering in the light like
cockroaches. They can spread
disease, however, so it is a good
idea to keep bathrooms and houses
clean enough that akaname do not
wish to settle down

Rokurokubi

 2 types, the ones whose necks
stretch, and the ones whose heads
come off and fly around freely
(nukekubi)
 Brothel yokai!
 They and their close relatives
nukekubi are former humans,
transformed by a curse resulting
from some evil or misdeed.

Nuppeppo

 Appears as a blob of flesh with a
hint of a face in the folds of fat.
It is also described as having
fingers and toes that are
vaguely defined lumps.

 Is passive and unaggressive.
The body odor is said to rival
that smell of rotting flesh
 Or it IS decaying flesh

Nurikabe

 Manifests as a wall that impedes
or misdirects walking travelers
at night
 Trying to go around is futile as it
extends itself forever

 Created to explain travelers
losing their bearings on long
journeys
 appear late at night

Oboroguruma (“gloom cart”)

 Yokai of a bullock cart that is
said to run over anyone in its
path
 In Japan it is a symbol of anger
from someone who has long
died and feels the pain of
having to live cursed forever as
an object.

Konaki jiji (“Old man crying”)

 The Konaki-jiji is said to
be able to take the
appearance of an old
man or a baby. In either
case, the spirit lures an
unwary bypasser towards
it and allows him or her
to pick it up. After the
spirit is picked up, it
suddenly becomes a
heavy stone that crushes
the victim to death.

Shirime

 EYE ANUS!

Teke teke

 The Teke Teke is a Japanese
urban legend about the ghost of
a young woman, or school girl,
who fell on a rail way line and
was cut in half by the oncoming
train.

Makura-Gaeshi

 They take the form of a small
child dressed as a Niō, a monk,
or a samurai, and appear in
bedrooms late at night.
 Flips or moves your pillow while
you sleep
 May also run through ashes &
leave dirty footprints all over the
room they haunt

Relating Animu/Live-Action
i.e., where you can get your school girl jollies @

Other Panels

 The State of the Anime Community: Past, Present, &
Future
 Fri, 5-6:30p – Panel 6

 Yurei, Yokai, & School Girls
 Sat, 12:30-2p – Panel 6

 Diamonds in the Rough: Videogame Edition
 Sat, 9:30-11:30p – Panel 6
 Oh, kami, 666 (@.@)

Before You Go…
 Help yourself to my business cards If you have any
questions, comments, feedback, etc., contact me
however
 My blog, e-mail, comment on a relating blog post, smoke
signals, carrier pigeons, whatever tickles your fancy

 I have a boatload of resources, so please check that out
once it’s posted on my blog
 If you really enjoyed this panel, would super appreciate
if you mention so at the feedback session or on the
forums post-con
 It’s not like I care or anything >.>
 Again, super experimental, all feedback appreciated

Thanks for Coming!

